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Sow your seed of Knowledge

REFLECTIONS – THE NEWSLETTER
PRESENTS

MAY 
The Month of Merriment



UPCOMING EVENTS

KHELO INDIA 2022 valedictory.
3rd May 2022

STUDENTS’ TRIUMPHS
Best Delegation Award

Kudos JU MUN society for securing the best delegation award in FMUN 
2022 organised by Christ University and CMS MUN V8 organised by CMS 
Jain University.

John&
Merry

9th and 10th of May 2022

GRADUATION DAY



CAN'T TAKE MY MIND OFF YOU

Wal-Mart averages a profit of $1.8 million 
every hour.

 Just walk through the crowds
Mix along with
And blend in the code
Gotta bond in 
And dashing through peers
I saw you so clean
I can’t feel my feet
A smile that would glow
Through the darkness
It feels like a snow
In the garden
I came to believe
That you are the key
Missing puzzle piece

You started a war
Mind and heartbeat
I’m writing your thoughts
In a class meet
I’ll walk through the doors
I’ll pray to the god
To take up your course
It’s hard to control
Tryna find you
Giant groups in the halls 
Love to hide you
Seeing you under
The stairs, I wonder
Is that a Blunder?
Host a meeting, I just wanna sue you
No helping, can’t take my mind off 
you
Wake me up to stop dreaming of you
I hope that you get the same déjà vu

     

INTERESTING FACTS

- Amith  4-BCom-B



Shiv Khera’s ‘You Can Win’ is an international bestseller and one of 
the best motivational 
books. As a result of the 
book's success, he became 
a well-known motivational 
speaker and author 
around the world. This 
book deals with the read-
er’s mindset differently by 
connecting the morals 
with a different short story 
every time, which makes 
reading the book very fun. 
This book is not like a typ-
ical motivational book 
containing points to better 
yourself but has many 
good short stories which 
make the point clearer.  

Shiv Khera is one of the most celebrated motivational speakers and 
authors. He has authored many other books like You Can Sell and 
Freedom are not free. 

 - Shrutesh  6-BMS-BE
   

BOOK OF THE MONTH -YOU CAN WIN
        By- Shiv Khera



 The Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is the most effective cleanliness cam-
paign launched by the Government of India on 2nd October 2014. 
India is in dire need of a cleanliness drive like Swacch Bharat Abhiyan 
to eradicate dirtiness. It is important for the overall development of 
citizens in terms of health and well-being. NSS Forum organized a 
clean drive on 8th April 2022. Around 50 volunteers took part in the 
event, whose motive was to clean the campus and the surroundings. We 
heightened awareness by holding placards and significantly impacted 
the youths.
 - Shrutesh 6-BMS-BE

KNOW THE EVENT
CLEAN DRIVE 2022

Starbucks' round tables were designed 
with the intention of making customers 
feel less alone.

INTERESTING FACTS



So many lies we hold on to,
So many smiles we hide,

So much we feel and excuse;
Make excuses, push aside;

And we question the unaccustomed,
The change.

A farce: everything is same,
Fine, and flawless;

Really unaddressed, piercing, prickling.
An act re-lived and repeated,

Safety and security of the known,
Woven, judiciously chosen.

So much we want,
And want to avoid,

So much we choose,
Without any choices;
So much, so much,

Everyday!

EVERYDAY!

The red and white Coca-Cola logo is 
recognized by 94% of the world’s population.

INTERESTING FACTS

- Rashmi Bhura (Faculty) 
Department of English



She wished a no institution world
If it is there, unbounded
If not bound, not to be troubled.
What if we are not systematized,
What if everyone wish good and do good,
What if relationship are fated only by love,
What if there is no concept of gender,
What if everyone works hard and smart,
What if everyone can figure out what they are good at,
What if everyone figures out what they want to do,
What if they doesn't eat the fruit from tree of knowledge of good 
and evil,
What if all and sundry gets their action, its reaction and reaction's 
reaction so on and so forth.
What if she focus and pipe down in the middle of pandemonium, 
tradition and custom,
 the one which is synthetic and can only be torn down by the same.
And then she realized, she never submits her no deadline assign-
ments.
 

- Swetha S 6BHIAF-J

WISHED

Samsung manufactures Apple’s iPad 
retina display.

INTERESTING FACTS

Creators' Team
Ananya Kumar  2-H | Shrutesh Pande 6-BMS-BE

Arnav Kumar 2-M | Kritika 2-K | Amith 4-BCom-B
Pranita 2BCom-C


